Before there was
Triangle, there
was Newark.
by Gordon Bond

t reads with an almost hyperbolic sadness—lives of questionable
fulfillments snuffed short in a few agonizing moments; victims of a
calloused economic system we can scarce imagine, yet which
lingers with us still. A strange chivalry intones their deaths with extra
pathos—young female forms, their fluttering dresses burning, crashing
to earth with a sickening thud.
The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire has gone down in
history as the watershed event of the American antisweatshop crusades. Few today even know what a
“shirtwaist” is—the combined bodice and sleeves garment
worn by women atop their dresses in the 18th and early 19th
centuries—yet many will be at least peripherally aware of
“Triangle.” It retains potent symbolism for modern workers’
rights movements. The basics of the story are this: on March
25, 1911, a fire broke out on the upper floors of 23–29
Washington Place in New York City, where scores of women,
mostly young immigrants, worked making shirtwaists.
Fleeing workers found their escapes blocked by doors locked
by management to discourage authorized breaks and
pilfering. Trapped within, those that did not burn, began
throwing themselves out of the windows on the eighth, ninth,
and tenth floors. One hundred twenty-three women and
twenty-three men perished. The oldest victim had been 43;
the youngest a pair of 14-year-olds.
What set the Triangle catastrophe apart was a
magnitude of scale. It was the second-deadliest disaster in
New York City history, topped only by the 1904 fire on the
ferry General Slocum when 1,021 died. Both unhappy records would
stand until grotesquely broken by the terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001. Triangle was something of a turning point, providing reformers
with a vivid example of the consequences of ignoring the plight of the
working class.
We remember Triangle because of the body count, but not its
uniqueness. It was an especially egregious example of a larger societal
tragedy. A mere four months before, in fact, the nation was hearing
about how another city was shaken by a strikingly similar disaster—
Newark, New Jersey.

I

The Triangle Shirtwaste
Factory Fire, March 25, 1911.

216 High Street
Newark in the 19th and early 20th centuries was a bustling home to
countless industries, large and small. If you wanted to get an idea of the
diversity of businesses stuffing themselves into the city’s factories, it
would have been instructive to peer into 216 High Street on the morning
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Location of the building on “The
Price & Lee Co’s New Map of the
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1910.”
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1806-1915, New Jersey Institute of Technology.

of November 26, 1910. For nearly half a century the
four-story brick building, situated where High met
Orange Street, had been home to a range of
commercial concerns. But on that day you would
have been able to watch cardboard boxes being made
on the first floor by the Drake-Morrison Paper Box
Company. They shared the space with John Blevney,
a machinist. Climbing the wood stairs to the second
floor, you might be surprised to find yet another competing boxmaker—the Newark Paper Box Company. Up another floor and you
could watch electric lights being assembled by employees of the Anchor
Lamp Company and Aetna Electric Company—different companies,
same officers. Up at the top women cut and sewed for the Wolf Muslin
Undergarment Company, which had its corporate offices at 119 West
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Twenty-Fifth Street in New York City.
We can say as much thanks to the journalist Mary Alden Hopkins.
She wrote a detailed article about the Newark fire for the April 1911
issue of McClure’s Magazine based on interviews with survivors and
reviewing the official subsequent testimonies. She characterized the
workforce that morning this way:
The number of women employed varied from week to week, but the
average numbers were fifty on the first-floor, forty on the second,
fifteen on the third, and on the fourth an average of seventy-five; on
the day of the fire there were one hundred and sixteen women on the
fourth floor.

Women were frequently
employed in sweatshops
throughout the U.S. These
women worked in Chicago in
1903. Note the young girl in
the far chair on the right.

That nearly all the workers were women is striking but not
unexpected. In an era before automation, people were like machines,
performing repetitive tasks as part of an assembly line process, from
tightening bolts to sewing seams. Women tended to
have smaller, more nimble fingers than men, making
them ideal for handling tiny or fragile parts, and
were thought to possess a greater reserve of patience
for tedious jobs. That it was acceptable to pay them
less than men was also an incentive and there was
always a steady supply to be found in the slums
among the growing immigrants.
Many were young and unmarried, often working
to help support parents and siblings and just happy
to have any sort of paying job. Not that those older,
married women with families couldn’t also be found, frequently serving
as forewomen over the younger girls. Management jobs were reserved
for them men and young boys ran errands or carried messages.
When the employees of the various companies at 216 High Street
arrived for work that morning of November 26, 1910, perhaps they were
in a better mood than the rest of the week. The next day was Sunday,
their one day off.
And then something exploded.
“ . . . the most horrible calamity”
Trying to piece together the events immediately preceding and
following that moment after over a hundred years is difficult, but Mary
Alden Hopkins did a very credible job of it:
The fire that brought to light these abominable conditions broke out
in the Anchor Lamp factory on the third floor. A young girl, Sadie
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If they called in the
firemen the fire
would go on the
records of the Fire
Department. The
building already
had a bad name—a
record for ten
known fires in ten
years. If, however,
they put the fire out
without calling in
the firemen, it
would not go on
record and the
insurance
companies would
not hear of it.

Hampson, was “flashing filaments” for lamps at her machine. She
placed the filaments, or carbons, in a vacuum-pump, removed the air,
and filled the vacuum with gasolene [sic] vapor, switched an electric
current through the filaments, and thus carbonized them. This is the
process, but the girl had no understanding of it at all. All she knew was
that she pushed carbons into an opening and pressed buttons “like it
was a typewriter.” She also knew that at night she must cover the meter
and carry it into the office. Beyond this she knew nothing at all about
her machine. She wasn’t hired to understand about the vacuum and
the gas and the electric current; she was hired to press buttons, and, if
anything went wrong, to call the boss. That is the common way in
factories—many girls at machines to perform mechanical actions, and
a boss to do the thinking for all.
“I don’t know how it started,” Sadie Hampson explained to the
coroner’s jury, “because I don’t understand electricity. The boss
understands, and he’ll tell you if you ask him. The boss always told me
to be careful, and I was careful. There was a flash of fire into my face,
and I screamed, ‘Mr. McQuat!’ I guess I must I have called different
from usual, for I often call ‘Mr. McQuat’ when I get out of carbons, and
he calls back, ‘Wait a minute!’ But this I time he ran right out of the
office, so I must I have called different. I don’t know what happened
next. No, I don’t know how I got out of the building, I was frantic with
fright. I only know there was an awful flash and I called ‘Mr. McQuat!’
I just thought that if I got my boss everything would be all right.”
Mr. McQuat seized a bucket of sand and flung it on the flames, while
others rushed down to the yard for more sand. They tried to put the fire
out themselves, without calling the firemen across the street. They had
done this before. If they called in the firemen the fire would go on the
records of the Fire Department. The building already had a bad name—
a record for ten known fires in ten years. If, however, they put the fire
out without calling in the firemen, it would not go on record and the
insurance companies would not hear of it. When a factory has the habit
of incipient fires, it is just as well not to advertise the fact.
When it was clear that the buckets of sand wouldn’t put out this
blaze, a girl rushed across the street and gave the alarm at the firehouse. Captain Van Volkenberg and a fireman hurried over with a fireextinguisher. They did not send in a general alarm, because, when a
fireman calls the other companies to a fire that he might have put out
with a hand-extinguisher, he is reprimanded.
The fire was so rapid that, when Captain Van Volkenberg reached
the third floor, he rushed to the window, smashed the glass, and yelled,
“Pull the box!” This alarm went in at 9.26. The captain and Mr. McQuat
were later rescued by ladders.
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Obviously, those on the third floor knew first that something had
gone wrong and had the most time to get out. Those on the first and
second were also able to flee. It would be on the fourth floor where the
delays would prove to be the most deadly.
Again quoting Hopkins:

Probably from the
moment those
hundred and sixteen
girls looked up from
their work and
knew that they were
trapped on the top
floor, fifty feet from
the ground, with the
fire below them,
they were in the
grip of fire fright.

It is difficult to know what happened during the next ten minutes. It
is clear that Miss Haag [the forewoman at the Wolf Muslin
Undergarment Company] unlocked the door at the foot of the stairs,
that it was fastened open with a hook, that a few girls ran downstairs,
that Lorin Paddock, the engineer [maintenance man], ran up, and that
then, in some way, the door slammed to and was again locked. I have
talked with girls who escaped from the building by the stairs, by the
fire-escapes, or by flinging themselves from the windows; but their
stories are confused. I think they themselves do not know clearly what
happened. Probably from the moment those hundred and sixteen girls
looked up from their work and knew that they were trapped on the top
floor, fifty feet from the ground, with the fire below them, they were in
the grip of fire fright. They agree that the fire-escapes were entirely
inadequate; that the wooden platform that gave on to one of them
crashed and fell to the floor like paste-board; that the window-sashes
fell on the girls as they struggled out; that the girls did not throw
themselves from the windows till the heat was unendurable; that the
girls could not manage the drop ladder at the front fire-escape; and that
they jumped from the boiler roof to the ground at the rear fire- escape.
From the bits the different girls have told me, you can piece the story
together for yourself:
“Everyone was saying, ‘What’s the matter? What’s the matter?’”
“Marie says that when she first saw the smoke coming through a
knothole in the floor, she put a piece of cloth over it to try to keep it
out.”
“Miss Haag ran down the stairs and unlocked the door, and then she
come running back, and she throwed her hands up and cried, ‘Run,
girls, run!’”
“I quick run down the stairs. The girls were all pushing toward the
coat-rack.”
“They say M———went to the looking-glass and, pinned on her hat.”
The fire had begun in the western end of the building, as evidenced
by the New York Times that reported how the women had gathered on
the eastern side of the fourth floor so as to be as far from the flames as
possible. Bystanders had begun to gather in the streets below with a
growing horror as they realized the dire situation unfolding above them.
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Among them was Father John H. Kiernan of nearby St. Patrick’s
Cathedral. According to the Jersey Journal of Jersey City, he had
managed to get inside and save three women, but his hands were badly
burned and it was said his clothes were smoldering when he emerged.
Hopkins expanded on the heroic efforts of the building’s superintendent
she had mentioned earlier in her account:

A girl who came off
the fire-escape just
then saw Mildred’s
red dress lying on
the pavement, and
she went up to it;
but Mildred did not
move, and someone
said she was dead.

As soon as Lorin Paddock, the engineer of the building, knew there was
a fire, he made straight for the fourth floor. First he opened the elevator
door to see if that could be used, but the smoke came up in a cloud. The
halls were already charged with smoke. The girls were crowded about
the two fire-escapes and the windows where there were no fire-escapes.
Paddock stood by a window on the High Street side, with a little girl
named Mildred Wolters. They stood there till the flames caught
Mildred’s dress and hair and sealed Paddock’s neck. Then Paddock
swung the girl out of the window, and held her over a ladder that had
been raised to the third-story window below. He told her to grab for
that ladder as she struck it. Then he dropped her into the thick smoke.
He heard her strike the ladder, but she did not catch hold. A girl who
came off the fire-escape just then saw Mildred’s red dress lying on the
pavement, and she went up to it; but Mildred did not move, and
someone said she was dead. Lorin Paddock swung himself out of the
window, and dropped as Mildred had dropped; but he caught the
ladder and got to the ground. Then he rushed under a falling body,
caught the woman in his arms, and heard his shoulder snap. “After
that I was out of it,” he said.
The blaze had spread so rapidly that it quickly became impossible to
get back up the stairs. Some firemen gamely wanted to try but had to be
restrained by others knowing it would have been suicidal. Two of them
managed to climb the fire escape on the rear façade of the building.
Identified in the newspapers only as Brown and Lt. Dargin, they were
credited with breaking through one of the windows and hustling some
forty women to safety.
There was a wood platform the women had to climb up onto before
they could get out the window and onto the fire escape which collapsed
under the crush, adding to the confusion and panic. Hopkins related the
experiences of Clara Diehm:
“I ran to the stairs, but I didn’t dare go down, because the smoke was
thick. I knew the fire was below. I ran to the back fire-escape. The girls
were all crowding on to the inside wooden platform and the steps, and
hanging on to the railing. I saw the window fall after a girl went
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“A piece-worker
must keep her eyes
on her machine if
she wants to make
out, and I didn’t
know anything was
wrong until I
happened to look up
and saw all the girls
running to one end
of the room.”

through, and the girls behind had to put it up again before the next girl
could get out. I was standing on the steps when the platform broke. The
girls thought the floor was giving way, and all rushed to the other
windows. My sister Catherine was standing just outside the rail,
wringing her hands, when the steps broke. She could have got out if the
steps hadn’t broken. When I think that my sister died because those
steps broke, I cannot bear it. I climbed up over the sill and out the
window. There wasn’t any crowd on the fire-escape then, because it
took so long to get out the window. We had to jump off the roof of the
boiler-house. A fireman helped me. Some of the girls hurt themselves
jumping. I sat on the ground and held Angela in my arms. She had
broken her leg. I could see the girls jumping from the window, but I
didn’t know my sisters were among them.”
Means of escape were fast disappearing. Newspapers reported the
iron on the fire escapes actually began glowing red from the intense
heat. Clusters of women began appearing in the smoke-choked
windows. A primal aversion to burning overcame fear of falling.
Perhaps they thought they might have a better shot at survival—or, if
not, that the end would be quicker.
Hopkins related the story told by Molly Kelly, among the last to
successfully make it down the stairs:
“A piece-worker must keep her eyes on her machine if she wants to
make out, and I didn’t know anything was wrong until I happened to
look up and saw all the girls running to one end of the room. I thought
there had been an accident. Then I saw smoke. I walked over toward
the coat-rack; but just then. Mrs. Wood crossed in front of me to go
down the stairs, and I turned and followed her downstairs
mechanically, without thinking at all. It seemed as if the first body
dropped as soon as I reached the sidewalk. Every time a body fell I
would run across the street to see if I knew the girl, and then run back
again to the other side. I never saw such faces.”
When Miss Kelly got home her face was black with smoke; she was
wearing her little white work-apron, and her white shirt-waist was
stained with blood. It was bitterly cold and her lips were blue. She
looked at her friend in a dazed way and remarked vaguely, “I think I’ll
go to Cogswell’s and see if they will give me a job.” The nervous shock
of what she had seen that morning did not wear off for weeks.
It was all happening so fast—a matter of minutes. Realizing jumping
was becoming the only way out, the firefighters scrambled to get lifenets to hold below the windows in order to catch the desperate women.
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The problem was there were more women jumping than nets and
scarcely enough time to get what they had into position. For some,
though, it was the difference between life and death. Hopkins records
the experiences of the fortunate “Mrs. Ross” who described her
harrowing leap:

“The roof was
blazing, and I
think, ‘I jump,
and my mama
gets my bones; if I
am alive she will
be thankful to
God; if dead she
will bury me.”

“I saw smoke coming up the belting-hole. I ran to the rear fire-escape,
but it was crowded. Then the steps broke. I started toward the stairs, but
Lorin Paddock came up then, and his face was black with smoke, and
I thought I couldn’t get down that way. The smoke was so thick I
couldn’t breathe, and I rushed to a window and broke the glass with
my hand. Then some one [sic] got the window up. The men below
called not to jump; they said a net was coming. When the net came, it
looked so little. Hattie Delaney jumped the minute it was opened. She
looked like a fly tumbling off the wall when she went down. I climbed
on the sill; but I caught my foot between the steam-pipes, and I couldn’t
get it out. The men carried the net to the next window. The girls got my
foot out and said, ‘Now jump.’ I said, ‘I won’t jump till they bring the
net back.’ The sill was so hot I had to keep moving my hands. Then
they brought the net back, and I jumped. I didn’t know when I was
falling, but I knew when they took me off the net. I felt as if my head
and heels were being pushed together. When they took the first of us
into the hospital, the nurses thought we were negroes, our faces were so
black with smoke. They cut our clothes off us and fixed us up a little,
and laid us on beds. They couldn’t do much right then, there were so
many of us.”
When I saw Mrs. Ross, a month later, she could sit up part of the time.
Her neck was sprained and her leg badly cut.
Some leapt before the firemen had their nets, their dresses
smoldering, falling with a sickening thud on the pavement. Even once
the nets were out, some jumped in unison, hand-in-hand or one
immediately after the other, their combined weight causing the men to
lose their grip. Others misjudged the distances and missed the nets
altogether, even falling onto the firefighters. One woman, described by
Hopkins as “A Slavic girl who fell to the pavement” was lucky to be
alive, but was remained haunted by all she saw:
“Something in my head turns round with me. I get hot in my head. If
there is a sound in the night, I scream. I think my bed is breaking, and
such nonsense. The roof was blazing, and I think, ‘I jump, and my
mama gets my bones; if I am alive she will be thankful to God; if dead
she will bury me. I will not be burned by the flames!’ They took me into
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To hell with this
damned ladder!”
sobbed a man. Miss
Haag jumped. She
landed at the man’s
feet, and three days
later she died in the
hospital.

the little wooden house side of the factory and gave me a drink of
water. I said, ‘I am all right; I will go home. No, I have no car-fare.’ All
the time a lady was calling the ambulance. I knew again when they
put hot-water bottles around me in the bed. There were so many
bottles, but my teeth were chattering. I did not feel any pains until the
doctor-touched my feet. Then I screamed. All my side is broken. Eleven
were laying in one room in the hospital. We all knew each other. Three
died in one day in that room. I can see Miss Haag standing by the safe.
She was laying in the hospital with us. The blood dropped from her feet
all the time. She died.”
“Miss Haag” was Anna Haag, the forewoman. She had tried to reach
an extension-ladder that, according to Hopkins, for some reason did not
work.
No one knows what the trouble was. The extension-ladder would not
work. It reached a third-story window. Miss Haag was in a window in
the fourth story. She leaned far out; choking and gasping. The smoke
rolled over her in clouds. Sometimes she was hidden from view. Then
came a belch of smoke flecked with red flame. “To hell with this
damned ladder!” sobbed a man. Miss Haag jumped. She landed at the
man’s feet, and three days later she died in the hospital.
Try as they might, Newark’s firemen were simply overwhelmed.
Too many women jumping; too few nets. In a ghastly parallel with the
Triangle fire, women leaping from the windows landed on an iron fence,
impaled on the pickets. Father Kiernan and other clergy pitifully moved
along the sidewalk, offering last rites.
At the other end of the factory is an alley. It was here that most of the
girls jumped. No ladder could be raised at this corner, because of a large
tree, a gateway, two steam-pipes crossing twelve feet in the air, and a
telegraph-pole heavy with wires. One girl struck the tree, and was dead
before she reached the ground. One girl broke her ankle on the steampipe. Another came down astride the steam-pipe. Another caught by
her cheek on the open picket gate, and hung until the picket broke. But
the things that happened there are too horrible to relate. Here the men
held the life-net—till it broke. At first the girls who leaped into the net
came one by one, in rapid succession. One broke her back, twisting in
air. Another hit the window-sill at the third floor and again at the
second. Another bounded from the net back against the brick wall.
Then three girls struck the net at once. The lock snapped and the net
tore. There was only one life-net, and there were many windows, each
window jammed with girls.
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“As he fell a lot of
other bricks came
crashing down all
around him, and he
was completely
buried.”

“High Street, in front of the building,” the Jersey Journal concluded,
“was a gruesome sight, bodies of girls, some dead and others enduring
mortal agony, being strewn about haphazard. . . . The features of the
dead strewn along the sidewalks were so distorted by pain and
disfigured by injuries received by contact with the pavement that it was
an hour later before any were identified.”
The New York Times reported what had to be the strangest obstacle
faced by firemen battling the blaze—a dog. “A large dog belonging to the
little wooden house next to the factory took alarm at the excitement and
savagely attacked those who were trying to reach the women on the
east side of the building from the open space,” they related. “He bit one
man severely and materially delayed the work of rescue from that
quarter.” How the impasse was resolved isn’t said.
“They were ordered out of the building just in time,” the New York
Times said of the firemen, “as a few minutes later the third floor, on
which was much heavy machinery, fell in. It was quickly followed by
the other floors, and the building remained a blazing shell. How many
injured, dead, and dying were carried down into the cellar no one can
say.”
“The conflagration is the most horrible calamity that has visited
Newark in many years,” concluded the Jersey Journal. That would prove
a slight understatement, as it remains Newark’s worst fatal fire.
Hospitals and Morgues
The entire process, from the first alarms to the initial collapse of the
building, took somewhere in the neighborhood of ten to fifteen minutes.
The fire continued to burn and smolder until around 1:00 P.M., a strong
wind worrying many that blowing cinders might catch other buildings
alight. Streams of water were pumped over the scene, helping to retard
any such spreading. Even as the flames began to die out, a new concern
arose—some of the burned out brick wall shell was teetering,
threatening to come crashing down on passersby. Water pressure from
the hoses was used to push them over in a somewhat controlled
collapse, providing one last unexpected fright.
“He was walking under the ruin at the northeast corner of the
building just as a stream of water was turned on a tottering façade,” The
New York Times said of Deputy Fire Chief Joseph E. Sloan. “Without any
warning some bricks came crashing down on his helmet. He turned and
started to run. He had gone but a few steps when his feet caught in some
of the debris which was lying in the street and he was thrown heavily
to the ground. As he fell a lot of other bricks came crashing down all
around him, and he was completely buried.”
His men rushed to dig him out. His arm was hanging helplessly and
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“...the old mother was
led weeping from the
building asking what
she could do now with
her dying daughter’s
three small children,
for the victim was a
widow.”

he complained of pains in his side and abdomen before losing
consciousness. There was some confusion about his condition when he
was rushed to City Hospital—the Jersey Journal reported his back had
been broke and his survival was feared for while the New York Times
claimed his injuries were mostly two broken ribs and lots of bruises.
Fortunately, the Times was correct, since the Jersey Journal was able to
later report on June 3, 1911 that Sloan had been promoted to Chief. He
had joined the fire department in 1867 after service to the Union in the
Civil War.
The injured were carried at first to the nearest hospital, St. Michael’s
Hospital a mere 200 yards from the scene. It was a modest-sized facility,
but what most-overwhelmed them wasn’t the number of injured nor the
severity of their wounds—it was their family members. “Many of these
were foreigners and it was impossible to restrain them,” the Times
lamented. As doctors and nurses moved from patient to patient, they
were mobbed by weeping women and agonized men who had managed
to rush into the wards, past the staff protests downstairs. It would be
near two hours and take a police detail to restore order.
“Only one aged woman bordering on hysteria was permitted to
enter the ward,” the Times reported. “She was a Pole, and in broken
English, with tears streaming down her face, she begged for information
as to her daughter.”
It was all the hospital staff could do to tend to the injuries—there
simply was not time enough to identify who was who. As a nurse tried
to pacify the distraught woman, two survivors came by, Bessie
Sackmeister and Annie Diehn. They had worked on the fourth floor and
were well enough to walk the wards and help to identify their
coworkers. There was one Polish girl they had been unable to identify—
they knew her only as “Frances,” but never knew her last name. The old
lady was taken to her; it was her mortally injured daughter, Frances
Kastka. About ten minutes later, she died, and “the old mother was led
weeping from the building asking what she could do now with her
dying daughter’s three small children, for the victim was a widow.”
Frances Kastka was 28.
St. Michael’s was quickly swollen to capacity, so ambulances
began taking some to City Hospital, further south on Fairmount
Avenue. As the horse-drawn vehicle passed along the streets,
passersby watched, catching glimpses of ghastly injuries that were
said to have made some faint.
The halls of the larger City Hospital—Newark’s first such municipal
facility—were haunted by a similar pathetic scenes. At one end of the
emotional spectrum, the Jersey Journal told of how two young boys
fainted in their grief upon hearing their sister, 24-year-old Alice Melvin,
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“The father took
this body back, and
chose another.”

had succumbed to her injuries. At the other was Jane Kaiser who fainted
when she learned that her daughter, Mary, had managed to survive
without a scratch. It would be a half-hour before the relieved mother
would revive.
Tragic stories emerged into the newspapers in snippets—there was
the dead woman who left behind a daughter who was blind; and the
three sisters, Dora, Minnie, and Tillie Gottlieb, who had all been killed;
on and on until the reader becomes numb from the heartbreaking
details.
The bodies of the dead had largely been left where they fell as
rescuers scrambled to preserve the yet-living. When firefighters were
first able to enter the top story, the New York Times reported they had
found eight bodies in a heap by the window at the northeast corner.
“Another girl was found charred to the bone, seated at her machine, as
though nothing had happened.” They speculated perhaps she suffered a
heart attack or was so terrified she simply froze in place as the flames
swept over her.
Now the dead would finally be collected in wicker caskets and taken
to small out-buildings-turned-morgues behind Mullin’s undertaker’s
establishment on Washington Street. The nature of the insults inflicted
upon their bodies by the manner in which they died left many in a
nearly-unidentifiable state. The Essex County Physician—“Dr.
McKenzie”—was sensitive enough to appreciate the horrific shock it
would be for loved ones coming to identify the bodies. For some time,
he ordered, no one would be permitted inside the temporary morgue, to
give his staff time to tidy things up in an effort to ease what was already
going to be a wrenchingly difficult experience. Hatpins, lockets, rings—
pretty much anything that might identify an otherwise unrecognizable
body—were placed on top of the sheets that covered them.
The newspapers are full of one heartbreaking tale after another of
the agonizing process of families coming to find dead relatives. Mary
Alden Hopkins included one example that sums of the difficulties of the
grim task:
A father carried one body home [from the morgue], thinking it was
his daughter’s. The coffin was set in the little dark living-room. After
a while it was found that the body wore ear-rings, and the daughter
had not. The father took this body back, and chose another. He was a
shoemaker, and identified this one by the steel spring that he himself
had put into the shoe to strengthen the instep.
Night fell a little harder on Newark that evening as the scene of such
great tumult was at last immersed in silent darkness. A crowd still
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ringed the police lines, speaking only in the hushed toned reserved for
the most solemn occasions.
The New York Times reported how one old man suddenly stepped
into the street and shook his fist at the void where the building had
stood. “I knew you since I was a boy,” his shrill voice echoed, “and you
were soaked with oil.” Some people gently led him away as others
murmured how his granddaughter had been among those carried to the
hospital. A policeman looking on remarked how earlier in the day an old
woman had caught his arm and in a whispered voice asked plaintively,
“Where is my Annie? She was all I had. Her money was all we had to
feed us. She was a good girl.”
Most in the disquieted crowd would have understood what the old
man meant by “you were soaked with oil.” As the private tears and
injured bodies gave way to public investigations, people throughout the
country would learn what he meant as well.
“Something”
“In order to understand how this catastrophe was possible, it is
necessary to know the history of the building,” Mary Alden Hopkins
advised.
The building was a part of an estate, one of the owners and managers
of which was J. Nathaniel Glass of New York City. It was a piece of
property that had been in the family for many years. The building was
put up in 1855, before the Civil War, and was first used for the
manufacture of firearms. [John] Ericsson designed the [ironclad
U.S.S.] Monitor here. Later the Domestic Sewing Machine Company
took the building, and for years made their machines here. When they
moved away, an assortment of manufactories occupied the place, and
the building became an “omnibus” building, that is, one holding
several kinds of manufactories, sometimes explosive, sometimes
inflammable. At one time there were three companies there that kept
on hand three hundred gallons of naphtha [a colorless to reddishbrown volatile aromatic liquid, very similar to gasoline], five gallons
of naphtha, and two gallons of gasolene [sic] respectively. At the time
of the fire the building contained only one explosive manufactory [the
Anchor Lamp Company used gasoline], but this one was neatly
sandwiched between two inflammable ones.
So when the old man shook his fist and declared, “You were soaked
with oil,” he meant that such volatile chemicals had, quite literally,
soaked into wooden timbers, the residue of over a half-century of such
industries.
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What the fire revealed was that while it had been constructed before
the advent of fire-proofing—or at least fire-resistance—paltry few efforts
had been made in the decades since to bring it up to date. The resulting
question wasn’t if the building would burn down, but when.
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Thus the building erected before the days of fire-proof construction
and designed for the manufacture of Army pistols, which are neither
explosive nor inflammable in the making, came to be used for the
manufacture of both inflammable and explosive goods. Alterations had
been made in adapting the building to its changing uses, but there had
been no attempt to render it fire-proof.
The floors were wooden and were two inches thick when they were
laid. Nowadays floor requirements for new construction in New Jersey
call for three and three fourths inch thickness. For fifty years this twoinch planking had been soaked in grease and oil from machinery.
The stairs were wooden. From the lower floors there were several
exits, but from the fourth floor there was only one stairway, forty
inches wide, inclosed [sic] with wooden planking on both sides. The
staircases were at one side of an open elevator-shaft. To get from the
foot of one staircase to the top of the next, the girls had to walk around
three sides of the elevator-shaft.
At the foot of the narrow inclosed stairway that led down from the
fourth floor to the third was a door thirty-two inches wide. One of the
workmen in the building, when testifying before the coroner’s jury,
distinguished this door from other doors on the third floor by calling it
the little door. The “little door,” which was the only exit from the fourth
floor, was kept locked during work hours. This was in direct defiance
of the statute of 1904, which forbids the locking or bolting of the main
exit.
The building was classed extra-hazard by the insurance companies,
and rated $2.09 gross on contents and $1.69 gross on building. For a
good character risk the rate would have been $1.
The owner of the building was identified as Miss Barbara Glass—
who ran it as executor for her deceased father, J. Nathanial Glass, and
who, the Trenton Evening Times saw fit to mention had a summer home
in Sound Beach, Connecticut. She denied her building had been unsafe
and was quoted calling the fact a fire engine was “quartered across the
street . . . [t]he strangest part of this fire . . . There was some miscarriage
of purpose of common sense at the fire.” As far as she was concerned,
there was ample means for escape from the fourth floor in five minutes.
The Essex County Prosecutor, Wilbur A. Mott, promised a vigorous
and transparent investigation, warning that any government official
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found to have failed to properly inspect the building would receive “the
bitterest sort of prosecution.” Not that he necessarily had reason to
suspect such grievous derelictions of duty. Even if they had done their
jobs properly, there were serious conflicts between what the State of
New Jersey mandated and what the City of Newark required. Uniform
codes had yet to be established, leaving an often contradictory
hodgepodge of ad hoc regulations and red tape. Newark, of course, was
happy to defer to the state in the assumed hierarchy, thereby tossing
any blame onto the shoulders of legislators.
As Hopkins described it:
Immediately after the fire, a coroner’s jury was summoned to hear
testimony and fix the responsibility for the disaster. Dr. Edwin Steiner
was the coroner; the prosecuting attorney was Wilbur A. Mott; the
assistant prosecutor, Frederick Lehlbach. The death of Carrie Robrecht,
one of the girls who jumped, was made the basis of the inquiry. During
the first few days after the fire people in general expressed much
satisfaction that “something” was going to be done. The culprits were
to be brought to justice.
The editors of the Jersey Journal viewed it all with a more cynical
eye. The course of the investigations and high-minded promises was
treading a well-worn and tear-soaked path in recent history. Time and
again, horrific events rouse public indignation to such a pitch as to elicit
pontifications from politicians to enact reforms which, truth be told,
should have been obvious all along. In their editorial, they cited a theater
fire in Brooklyn and another in Chicago that resulted in laws requiring
such businesses to have such a basic amenity as a fire exit and asbestos
curtains that wouldn’t burn. The conflagration that consumed the
passenger steamboat General Slocum just six years before was still fresh
in the minds of New Yorkers—and the resulting safety reforms imposed
on the ferry industry as a result. What, they wanted to know, were as
many as 150 people even doing inside such a fire-trap in the first place.
Maximum occupancy laws were still a new idea.
But perhaps one concern more than the others is most evocative of
the era. They called for better fireproofing especially “where girls
predominate among the employees.” The inference is that women in
general would be too physically or even emotionally weak to deal with
an emergency. There is a curious and contradictory chivalry embodied
in why this fire—and the later Triangle fire—would be such a punch in
the collective gut. These women had to possess a certain toughness—an
edge that allowed them to survive under the hard conditions of
sweatshop labor. And, as a society, it was tacitly approved of that
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women should be exploited in such environments as sweatshops and
slums. Yet at the same time, the ideals held of womanhood clashed with
the realities. There is a certain implicit ideal that some members of our
society are to be protected from the cruelties of the world. Children,
certainly. There is a reason the shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary
School in Newtown, Connecticut on December 14, 2012 shook
Americans up more so than other mass-killings. The elderly are held as
equally vulnerable. Despite the realities, women are regarded as the
“weaker sex”—the nurturing wives and sainted mothers to be protected
by their menfolk. Today such sentiments evoke accusations of sexism.
In 1910, the imagined virginal girls and selfless mothers burning to
death or slamming into the hard pavement in crumpled piles was an
especial affront to the paternalism of times.
Public outrage is one thing—often mercurially emotional. Legal
culpability is another. Stunningly, the coroner’s jury could find no legal
nail upon which to hang an indictment of anyone. Hopkins explained in
indignant detail the strange course of what passed for justice:
But the jury found that the tenant was not to blame; nor the owner;
nor the City Building Department; nor the State Labor Department. In
fact, no one was to blame. The verdict ran: “ . . . said Carrie Robrecht
came to her death by misadventure and accident caused by a fall, . . .
and not as the result of the criminal act, either of omission or
commission, on the part of any individual or individuals, whether as
private citizens or public officials.”
These are the steps by which the jury reached their decision:
First they considered the responsibility of the tenant. Mr. Wolf ran
the Newark factory in connection with one in New York, and spent
most of his time at the latter, delegating the oversight of the Newark
branch to Anna Haag, the forewoman. He paid good wages—“You
could make nice money at Wolf’s.” He treated his employees fairly—
“Miss Haag gave out the good gowns [simply made gowns] with the
bad gowns [those difficult to make], and no one was favorite.” The
room was well ventilated and well lighted. Work was fairly steady. The
general conditions were so far above the average that the National
Consumers’ League granted the use of its label to the firm. Many of the
women had worked there for years. One of them explained that Mr.
Wolf was “one grand boss.”
It was thought at first that Mr. Wolf would be prosecuted under
common law for gross and reckless disregard of his employees’ safety,
but it was soon clear that that could not be. State statutes take
precedence over common law, and the State statute of New Jersey takes
the responsibility of fire protection away from the tenant and places it
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on the owner of the building. According to the law, Mr. Wolf was
wholly blameless.
It was soon clear, also, that, according to the same law, the owner,
represented by J. N. Glass, was equally blameless. For the owner “had
obeyed every order given by the State Labor Department”—had obeyed
with extreme reluctance and with all possible delay, but still had,
fulfilled the law.
Then, if it wasn’t the fault of the tenant or the owner, it seemed as
if it must be the fault of the City Building Department or the State
Labor Department. Forthwith Mr. William P. O’Rourke, City
Superintendent of Buildings, and Colonel Lewis T. Bryant were
summoned before the jury.
The part the Newark City Building Department played in the affair
is absurd. The department, it developed, made some inspection of fireescapes, occasionally issued orders for their erection, but did not
attempt to enforce those orders, and when it was obvious that a factory
was insufficiently provided with fire-escapes, the department put the
blame on the State Labor Department. The jury added Mr. O’Rourke to
the growing list of men not responsible for the fire.
Colonel Bryant was now the only one left to be the “culprit.” This was
puzzling, because he is widely known as an excellent Labor
Commissioner. He has built up his department almost single-handed,
and has made law-breaking very unpleasant for certain
manufacturing interests. Colonel Bryant surprised everyone by stating
that the factory had complied with the law, that the law, which
apparently gives the Commissioner unlimited discretion as to the
number of fire-escapes, in reality gives him authority to compel the
erection of only one fire-escape in a building like this one. The front
fire-escape on the burned building was built in accordance with
specifications. When Colonel Bryant made this statement, Prosecuting
Attorney Mott turned to the statutes and read:
“Fire-escapes shall be located at such places on the said buildings as
may be best suited for the purpose intended, or as the Commissioner
may designate in writing.” He paused and looked at the Commissioner
inquiringly.
“Go on—read on,” replied the Commissioner.
Soon the attorney reached this paragraph:
“The Commissioner shall have power to make and have served an
order . . . that a fire-escape already erected shall be changed and altered
in such a manner as he shall in such order designate.”
Colonel Bryant repeated the phrase “a fire-escape,” and explained
that this technicality was held to nullify the ostensible discretion
granted him by the former paragraph.
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“And you did not consider that you had authority to compel the
equipment of a building with more than one fire-escape?” inquired the
attorney.
“No, I did not,” replied the Commissioner.
“This law is worse than nothing!” said Prosecuting Attorney Mott.
“The law is a farce. Was it framed for the purpose of relieving the
employer of any liability in failing to offer adequate protection to his
employees?”
“You had better consult the legislature that framed it,” replied
Colonel Bryant.
As the law is interpreted to-day in New Jersey, the owner of a factory
with undivided lofts is obliged to put up only one fire-escape, no matter
what kind of manufacture, he is engaged in, no matter how many
employees are on each floor, no matter whether they are men or
women and children. Even that one fire-escape need not be erected
unless there are twenty-five persons above the second floor. A canny
employer whose force is nearly that number may—and sometimes
does—dismiss one employee or move one down to the second floor; and
thriftily save the expense of putting up the escape.
Thus the law that was intended to give the Commissioner power to
order the necessary number of escapes, in reality limits the number to
one, and makes it impossible to compel the erection of a fire-escape on
a building where there are less than twenty-five employees.
Many of the men who testified before the coroner’s jury were city
and State employees, who seemed chiefly concerned in saving their
official heads from coming off to satisfy the popular demand that
“something” be done. But others, beginning with guarded utterance,
later threw aside caution and told indignantly of conditions they were
powerless to change.
“There’ll be a worse holocaust than this one in Newark yet,” said Fire
Chief Asher. “I can name a hundred factories worse than this one was.
What can I do? I can’t do anything! The Fire Department can’t touch a
building till the fire starts. And then it’s too late.”
That there were two fire-escapes was lucky, though evidently
insufficient. The first, on the front façade, was the result of four years of
haranguing, including threats of legal action by the State Attorney
General. Getting the second erected on the back was an equally arduous
and uphill fight. But, as Hopkins had noted, by the time of the fire, the
owners were indeed in compliance, albeit “with extreme reluctance and
with all possible delay.”
When the Jersey Journal editors questioned the wisdom of
permitting 150 people inside such a building, they had actually
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undershot. The real number was more like 190. Wolf had taken on extra
staff to meet a holiday rush in business, stuffing even more women
between the stacks of cloth at noisy machines.
Indeed, the shop-owners’ task of making up the lists of who had
been employed was complicated by new girls who were hardly known.
The last day of November 1910 must have been an especially
somber one in a week of grim days. The sounds of church bells outside
the city echoed a funeral dirge for two hours, marking the burial of
Miss Anna Haag, who had been the 24th fatality. At St. Michael’s
Hospital, Miss Emma Doege clung to life, though, according to New
York’s Daily People newspaper, “Death is momentarily expected.” The
23-year-old had a punctured lung, badly lacerated head, and a possibly
fractured skull.
In all, the lives of 26 women would be claimed by the fire.
Confident no more bodies or remains would be recovered, Newark’s
Superintendent of Buildings, William P. O’Rourke, gave the orders to
knock down the burned out remains of the building.
“ . . . members of the working class are sacrificed . . .”
What does one do with an event such as this? Families could grieve
and bury the remains, perhaps finding some fitful closure. Take a step
back, though, and it becomes more abstract for those who knew none of
the deceased. Yet there is still a sense of injustice that requires redress.
But how? Send someone to prison? Pass new laws? Enforce the old
ones? In at least one instance, the answer was simple: buy our firesuppression system!
I. Tanenbaum Son & Company, “insurance experts and specialists”
of New York, saw in the tragedy a marketing opportunity. The Jersey
Journal for the 29th, in addition to news of the investigations, also carried
their advertisement: “The Newark Catastrophe and the subsequent loss
of life resulting therefrom, would have been prevented and many lives
saved, had the property been protected by our system of fire protection.”
They claimed to have foreseen that “The State of New Jersey will
undoubtedly pass stringent laws compelling the introduction of fire
protection in all factor buildings. We invite correspondence.”
Tragedies happen every day, mostly news only to the immediate
community. But there is a threshold—a critical mass measured in body
counts—where the local story becomes national and even international.
Newark’s calamity would make newspapers throughout the country.
Reach enough people—shock enough people—and sometimes things do
get done, albeit slowly.
Legislators in Watertown, New York, for example, met the news of
the Newark fire with a redoubling of their efforts at enforcing the law.
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The Watertown Daily Times editorial told of how inspectors were
swarming the factories throughout the area and reexamining its
statutes. But they also touched upon the unpleasant truth. In too many
instances, the existing laws should have been adequate to protect
workers against such calamity—so long as they were properly enforced.
Too often, however, sweatshop and factory owners could avoid costly
upgrades by bribing the right officials to look the other way. Corruption
was as much a threat to the lives of the men and women in the factories
as the missing or inadequate fire escape. Simply put, some were willing
to gamble, with their employees’ lives, that the odds were against
anything bad happening to their shop.
At the heart of the story lay a naked greed. The wealthy grew a little
wealthier by cutting corners and shortchanging their workers. Avarice
frequently drove many to push their luck or ignore the problems of the
long term. Each day that passed without a disaster only served to
reinforce the illusion that the system was working and put that much
more lucre into the owners’ pockets. Only when something like the
Newark fire happened did such practices come to light, as well as the
inadequate or inadequately enforced laws allegedly designed to guard
against such things happening in the first place.
Not everyone was taken by surprise, however. As Hopkins pointed
out, evidence of the same and worse could be found throughout Newark
and in countless other buildings around the nation—the proverbial time
bombs waiting for a careless spark:
In Newark alone, according to the inspector, there are still about a
hundred factories as dangerous as was this one. The Newark Evening
News of November 30 quoted a number from the fire insurance records:
One building employing between five and six hundred hands, men,
women, and girls, where the industry is of a peculiarly dangerous
character, and where there is not one fire-escape. Another four-story
factory with six hundred and fifty employees has staircases so bad that
all of the employees would have to fight for their lives on the fireescapes. A three-story factory employing girls has an uninclosed [sic]
stairway and no fire escapes. A factory employing over one hundred
women on the fourth and fifth floors (the first floor of the building is
used as a garage) has a solitary iron fire-escape in the rear.
Mr. Peter Joseph McKeon, Consulting Engineer on Fire Insurance and
Fire Protection, says: “Factory conditions in Greater New York are
undoubtedly as bad as those just described in Newark. Any fire
inspector can testify to this from personal observation. New York has
nearly thirty thousand industrial establishments, with close to seven
hundred thousand workers in them. These are distributed among
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twelve thousand buildings, only one thousand of which are of fire-proof
construction. The remaining eleven thousand factory buildings are of
ordinary non-fire-proof construction, with the same wood stairways
and outside fire-escapes that made the Newark factory a fire-trap.”

“...the latest
illustration of how
wantonly the members
of the working class
are sacrificed on the
altar of capitalism
for profit.”

Others saw in such things the festering sores of a society infected by
capitalism run amuck. Certainly that was the view of the Socialist Labor
Party who published a New York-based daily newspaper, the Daily
People, replete with a logo of a muscular arm swinging a hammer
between the words on the masthead. In a piece published December 4,
1910 under the title “Newark’s Fire Horror: Ever Present and Great Risk
of Working Class Under Capitalism,” the author identified only as
“A.W.” argued how the tragedy “is the latest illustration of how
wantonly the members of the working class are sacrificed on the altar
of capitalism for profit.”
Here we have an example of capitalist owners,” the piece continued,
“disregarding their own laws, and capitalist officials neglecting to
enforce the law.” Asking how long it will be before the workers “rise up
in their might” and end their exploitation, A.W. pointed to some
interesting Newark statistics. They were culled from numbers compiled
by James M. Reilly, from Newark’s Board of Trade. Newark’s factories
gave 69,370 people jobs and paid an annual total in wages of
$41,765,700—about $600 per person per year or $10 a week. With a high
cost of living, A.W. declared that to be starvation wages. The value of
the products those workers manufactured, however, was put at
$195,509,234—almost five times what was paid to all the workers in
Newark—“and the capitalist does no useful work for all his huge amount
of wealth.”
There would not be, as it would turn out, very much time for
Newark or the nation to process the lessons of the High Street fire.
Another even large calamity would overtake such ponderings across the
Hudson in Manhattan.
It is perhaps worth speculating, had the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory
fire not happened so soon after, would Newark’s High Street factory fire
have become history’s “Triangle” moment? It is difficult to really say.
Certainly it had gained attention in the popular press and inflamed
reformers and radicals alike. Yet it is to be wondered if 26 dead women
had enough “shock value” to carry the momentum in the same way
Triangle’s 146 dead would. Shocking as the Newark fire had been, it was
just one of many industrial accidents that were grossly commonplace in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Only occasionally did the numbers
rise high enough to make the newspapers.
When W. H. Tolman, Director of the American Museum of Safety
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wrote his letter to the editor of the New York Times on April 11, 1911, he
drew on four specific then-recent disasters as proof that the world
needed his museum now more than ever. “The community during the
last four months has been greatly shocked and startled by four great
calamities,” he began, “the Newark factory fire, the New York Central
explosion, the dynamite explosion at Communipaw, and the last
catastrophe of the Triangle Shirtwaist fire.” Certainly he saw it as
contributing to a renewed public clamor for reform. (The “New York
Central explosion” refers to an accident on December 19, 1910 where a
gas tank exploded and set off dynamite being stored nearby at the New
York Central railroad’s power house being built near Grand Central
Station killing 13; “the dynamite explosion at Communipaw” refers to
the February 1, 1911 explosion of dynamite being offloaded from Central
Railroad of New Jersey railcars onto a ship at the pier off Communipaw,
New Jersey, killing 32.)
What Newark and Triangle did was focus attention on problems
that had gone un-dealt with for decades. The American Society of Safety
Engineers was founded in New York City on October 14, 1911 as a direct
consequence. The investigations inspired would discover Triangle
Shirtwaist wasn’t even the worst of the offenders. Noticing the
problems, however, was only the start. Actual change in laws would
take time.
On November 24, 2012 around 117 garment workers perished in a
fire at the Tazreen Fashion factory in Dhaka, Bangladesh. According to
a fire department official, the factory lacked emergency exits and all
three staircases led through the same area on the ground floor, making
them useless in the fire.
Learning the lessons of catastrophes like Newark’s High Street and
New York’s Triangle Shirtwaist Factory has been slow indeed.
Remembering
These days, nothing really remains to remind us of what took place
on that corner. Old photos from the 1930s show what would appear to
have been a one-story garage or auto repair shop occupying the space.
Now it is a recently-constructed Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day
Saints building. High Street is now known as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Boulevard, reflecting the demographic changes of Newark, as does the
halal meat market on Orange Street. The Westinghouse factory across
the street is now a vacant lot, providing clear view to the Broad Street
train station. People who grew up in Newark passed by the corner every
day without knowing the sad drama that played out there.
“History, like life, has its own perverse winner-take-all quality: the
biggest moments are remembered; the others often fade away,” wrote
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Peter Appelbome for the New York Times in a February 23, 2011 article.
“But Newark’s sweatshop fire has its own lessons, its own stories and,
it turns out, its own stubborn character, insisting that attention,
however belatedly, be paid.”
That “stubborn character” was a retired Newark Star Ledger reporter
by the name of Guy Sterling who lives nearby the site. He has spent a
quarter century researching the fire, locating 22 graves of the 26 victims
so far, and even tracking down surviving family members. He never
refuses a chance to tell the story.
Remember Dora, Tillie, and, Minnie Gottlieb—the three sisters
mentioned above who all perished? Sterling used a dogged
determination characteristic of both the journalist and history
researcher to find them too. He enlisted the assistance of the executive
director of the Jewish Historical Society of MetroWest, Alice Gould, and
Linda Forgosh of West Caldwell who is said to possess “voluminous
knowledge” of Newark’s Jewish cemeteries. At last he found the
Gottlieb sisters under a single marker in the Grove Street Cemetery.
Many researchers would be happy with that accomplishment and leave
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it at that. Not Sterling. He returned on the Sunday between Rosh
Hashana and Yom Kippur in the hope that perhaps surviving family
might show up. “I stood out there by the tombstones
for four hours,” he told New Jersey Jewish News in
2010. “It was a rainy, nasty day, but I was hoping
someone would come.” No one did, but at least one
lone historian, standing in the rain, remembered.
On the 100th anniversary of the fire, Sterling
organized a memorial ceremony along with the
Historic James Street Commons Neighborhood
Association, Inc. A bronze plaque was designed and
dedicated, though it would have to wait for the 103rd
anniversary this year to be installed, after the
church construction was completed.
The 26 names of the dead on it are a varied lot—
English, Irish, Eastern European, Jewish names,
ranging in age from 16 to 46. “These were women of
all nationalities, all ages, women who were someone’s mother, sister,
aunt, daughter,” he told the New York Times. “I felt we owed it to be sure
they weren’t forgotten.”
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